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Fig. I Robot Coalition Scenario

We are studying the same model with the same assumptions
as in [26, 41]. In the model, we are studying the coalition
formation of a group of three robots (Robots A, B, and C) that
are detecting and trying to capture (or kill) intrusions in a
closed loop having a length 3L, as shown in Fig. I. Intrusions
occur in the loop. Once an intrusion occurs, it keeps still (or
lasts), for a period of time. Each robot has velocity V. The
detection regions (lengths) of Robots A, B, and C are X, Y ,
and Z , respectively. X, Y, and Z are random variables with
the same uniform probability density function g as follows:

1. the length of the closed loop is 3L
2. the speed of each robot is V
3. the detect lengths of robot A, B,

and C are arc(a1 ,a2). arc(b1 ,b2),
and arc (c1 ,c2)

4. parties(robot or coalition) regularly
distributed

(a): No coalition
(b): 2-way coal ition vs 1 single robot
(c): 3-way coal ition

II. M ATH M ODEL
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potential mutant, which are presented in [26, 41], we analyze
and determine the conditions under which an interior ESS
exists. In the analysis, we find that the expression ofthe average
payoff of the potential mutant is too complex to be studied to
predict whether an interior ESS exists. Therefore, based on
three different cases that depend on the ratio (V/ (Lj.1.) of the

moving speed (V) of the robots to the product of the possible
maximum value (L) of the robots' detection lengths and the
frequency (j.1.) of the occurrence of intrusions, we make three

different kinds of simplifications for the expression of the
potential mutant's average payoff. As we will find in the
evaluation section, the simplifications are effective and
accurate. Using these effective and accurate simplifications, we
find out all the conditions under which an interior ESS exists.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents our math model. Section III presents our robot
coalition game for detecting intrusions. We finally conclude
this paper in Section IV.
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Abstract-In this paper, we study a true coalition formation of
three robots (i.e., 2 robots vs. 1 robot) in order to detect and
capture intrusions in a curved loop. A coalition benefits robots by
increasing detection and capture strength, but it has a tradeoff of
paying an investment cost for each individual. We derive that a
true coalition only arises when an interior evolutionarily stable
strategy exists. We also find out the conditions under which an
interior evolutionarily stable strategy exists.

I. INTRODUCTION

We study a true coalition formation of three robots, i.e., 2
robots vs. I robot, in order to detect and capture intrusions in a
curved loop. Coalition is a term that indicates a union or
alliance in a society of animals. Many instances of this
phenomenon can be found in nature [4, 7-13, 15-16, 18-19,21 ,
23, 27-31, 33, 35, 39-40], including collective mobbing by
predators [10], group attacks ofconspecifics to raise dominance
rank [16], and coalitions among males to gain and defend
receptive females [4], [12].

Few quantitative models have been developed regarding
coalition formation in natural systems in the related literature [I ,
2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18,20, 34, 37]. Recently, in [26, 41], we
studied the coalition formation of robots in order to detecting
intrusions using game theory inspired by the society ofanimals.
We considered a group of3 robots. In our model in [26, 41], we
assumed that any robot tries to form a coalition with other
robots paying an investment cost when it considers that it is too
weak to obtain a larger probability to capture every intrusion
alone. We also considered an among-individual variation in
detection strength, which is defined as the length of an
individual's detection region. We considered a potential cost of
forming a coalition when establishing the coalition. We are
interested in identifying the conditions under which a coalition
forms and those under which detecting intrusions separately
always pays. We concluded in [26, 41] that never trying to form
a coalition is always an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS)
[22], and that, when the investment cost is below a threshold,
always trying to form a coalition is an ESS. However, in [26,
41], we did not draw any conclusions about whether an interior
ESS exists and under what conditions a true coalition forms.

In this paper, we attempt to indentify the conditions under
which an interior strategy is an ESS. Based on assumptions
about the model and the results of the average payoff of the
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(1){
I I L, O<x~ L

g(x) = .
0, otherwise

The intrusion capturing/killing probability of a party (Le., a
robot or robot coalition) is defined as the product of the first
intrusion detection probability of the party and the conditional
capturing probability of the party. The intrusion
capturing/killing probability of a group is the sum of the
intrusion capturing/killing probabilities of all the parties in the
group.

The assumptions for our model are as follows:
• An intrusion can be detected if it is in the detection region

(length) of a robot.
• An intrusion can only be captured (killed) by the robot or

robot coalition (called "a party") that detects it first,
• Intrusions occur one by one independently.
• Each intrusion occurs uniformly in the loop (Le., each

intrusion appears with probability density 1/(3L) at any

point of the loop).
• Once there is an intrusion on the loop, it will last for a

period of time. The length of time of each intrusion is
subject to an exponential distribution having a mean 1/}.l :

f(x) =r; ,0 < x < -too (2)
0, otherwise.

• There are time periods when there is no intrusion on the
loop. Each no intrusion time period is subject to an
exponential distribution having a mean 1/A.

• A robot will try to form a coalition with other robots if its
detection length is too low. The cost (called "investment
cost") of the robot that seeks a coalition is OA, where the
group fitness is A and 0 < 0 < +00 .

• Under the condition that a party(a coalition or a single
robot) detects an intrusion first, the intrusion
capturing/killing probability is: (case 1) 1/3 whichever
robot detects it first if there are three separate robots with
no coalition, (case 2) 1 if there is a 3-way coalition, (case
3a) 1/2 if there is a 2-way coalition (or true coalition) and
it is first detected by the coalition, and (case 3b) 1/3 ifthere
is a 2-way coalition (or true coalition) and it is first
detected by the non-coalition robot.

• The distribution of the robots is a regular distribution (Le.,
the distances between adjacent parties along the closed
loop are the same if a separate robot and a coalition are
both considered to be a party, as shown in Fig. 1). The total
detection length of a coalition is the sum of the detection
lengths of the members of the coalition. In other words,
there is no overlapping between the detection regions of
any pair of robots, as shown in Fig. 1.

• (Assumptions about the fitness) The probability that an
intrusion can be captured or killed is 1 in the case that all
three robots have detection length L and form a 3-way
coalition. In other cases, the probability is less than or
equal to 1. We use the maximum capturing probability to
scale the group fitness and let it equal 1( A = 1 ).

• (Assumptions for the allocation of the rewards) As we
know that, each party has the same capturing/killing
probability in any intrusion, we consider the intrusion
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capturing/killing probability to be the reward of the party.
The allocation of the reward within the party therefore
depends on the following different cases: (case 1) Each
robot has its own capturing/killing probability as its reward
if there is no coalition; (case 2) each robot in the party
(3-way coalition) has 1/3 of the capturing Ikilling
probability ofthe party as its reward; (case 3) each robot in
the party of the coalition has 1/2 of the capturing
probability ofthe party in the case oftrue coalition, and the
other one has its own capturing probability as its reward.

Fig. 1b shows one 2-way coalition in which the distance
between any two adjacent parties is (3L- x - y - z )/2 and the
detection length of the coalition is x + y .

As mentioned in one of the assumptions above, any robot
will try to form a coalition with others when its detection length
is too low. We call the threshold of the detection length of a
robot, below which it will try to form a coalition, the strategy of
the robot. As the possible range of a robot is from 0 to L, the
possible strategy ofa robot can vary from 0 to L .

In [26, 41], we worked on identifying the conditions under
which a coalition of all 3 robots forms and those under which
detecting intrusions separately always pays. Note that for a
robot, trying to form a coalition and not trying to form a
coalition are two strategies for this robot. We concluded that
never trying to form a coalition (strategy 0) is always an
evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) [22], and that, when the
investment cost is below a threshold, always trying to form a
coalition (strategy L) is an ESS.

This paper deals with the following problems:
• Problem 1: Does any interior ESS (ESS between 0 and

L) exist?
• Problem 2: If there is any, under what conditions does

it exist?

III. TRUE COALITION MODELING

To examine the existence ofthe interior ESS, we first need to
analyze the average payoff of the potential mutant. Suppose
that the strategy of the potential mutant is w ( 0 ~ w ~ L ) , and
that the strategies of the population (both of the other robots)
are y ( 0 ~ y ~ L ). From [26, 41], we can obtain the expression

of the average payoff of the potential mutant, f(w,y) , as

follows:



.l!:...L J!:...y
(e3V _e3V ))

The expression of f( w,y) seems to be too complex for us to

examine the existence of interior ESS's. We will first try to
simplify the expression f(w,y) to a quadratic function of w

using Taylor expansions and then evaluate the effect and the
accuracy of the simplification.

In order to apply the Taylor expansions properly to f(w,y) ,

we need to turn back to the expression of f(w,y) and use

integrals. From [26,41], we can easily obtain that:
1 2L4 +wy3 +W2y2 -w2yL+3y2wL

f(w,y) = L3( 36L

+V(2L
3+l1),2-lryL)

OwL2 )

18LJi
1 1 1 V p,L(tl+t2+t3 )

- f f f (-)e V dt.di.di,
w Y y 9LJi

1--1--1--
L L L

1-2:
1 L 1 V p,L(tl+t2+t3 )

- f f f (--)e 2V di.di.di,
w 0 y 6LJi

1-- 1--
L L

1-2:1-2:
1 L L V p,L(tl+t2+t3 )

- f f f (--)e 3V dt1dt2dt3
woo 9LJi

1-
L

1~ ( )L 1 1 V p,L(tl+t2+t3 ) 4
- f f f(--)(e 3V )dt1dt2dt3

o 0 0 9LJi
Next, we inspect the integrals in expression (4) above. Then

we derive three different kinds of simplification based on how

large the value of V/(LJi) is. We concluded these

simplifications in Lemmas 1-3. In the proofs (omitted) of
Lemmas 1-3, we first examine the first integral in (4) and derive
a simplification using Taylor expansion. Since the similarity
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between this integral and the rest of the integrals in (4) is
obvious, we can apply the same simplification to the rest of
them.

Lemma 1: When V/(LJi) is very small, i.e., close to 0, we

2 L
have f(w,y) "'aw2 +bw+c where a=Y3~; <0

b=3y2L+ y3 +V(y2- yL) () and c=-.!..-+~.
36L4 18L4Ji L ' 18 9LJi

Lemma 2: when V/(LJi) is very great or (LJi)/V is close

to 0, we have f( w,y) ::::: f!W2 +Qw +c- where
2 L V 2 p(L-y) iu.

f1. =Y3:; -(18,u2L4 )(e--V- -e-V)2

V2 p(L-y) ui. p(L-y) V2 p(L-y)

-(--)(e-2V - e-"2V )(1- e-2V) - (--)(1-e-]V )2
6p2~ 6p2~,

V2 _p(L-y) .e. V2 _p(L-y) _!!:!:..
+(--)(e 2V -e 2V)2 -(--)(e 3V -e 3V)2
9p2~ 6p2~

V2 iu.
+(--)(1-e-w)2

6p 2L4

b=«3y2L+ y3)+ V(y2 - yL) 8)
- 36L4 18L4p L

[

V2 V3 _p(L-y) _f!!:.]
+ (9,u2 L3 - 9,u3L4 )(e v -e V)2

[
V2 2V3 _p(L-y) _f!!:. _p(L-y) ]

+ (-----)(e 2V -e 2V)(I-e 2V )
3p2L3 3p3L4

, and

[
V2 V3 p(L-y) ]

+ (-----)(1- e-3V)2
3p2L3 p3L4

[

4v3 2V2 _p(L-y) _f!!:.]
+ (-----)(e 2V -e 2V)2

9p3L4 9p2L3

[
V2 V3 _p(L-y) _f!!:.]

+ (-----)(e 3V -e 3V)2
3p2L3 p3L4

+[(~-~)(I-e-~)2]
p3L4 3p2L3

1 V [V2 4V3
_p(L-y) _f!!:.]

c-(-+-)+ (-----)(e 2V -e 2V)2
- - 18 9Lp 9p2L2 9p3L3

[
V3 V2

p(L-y) PL] [V2 V3 PL]+ (-----)(e-3V _e-W)2 + ( )(I_e-W)2
p3L3 6p2L2 6p2L2 p3L3

Lemma 3: when V/(LJi) is neither very large nor very

small, we have f(w,Y):::::~W3+bw2+~+d, where
- V _p(L-y) _E!:..
a =-(--)(e v -e V)2

54pL4

V p(L-y) iu. p(L-y)

-(--)(e 2V -e 2V)(I-e 2V )
36pL4

V p(L-y) V p(L-y) pL

-(--)(1- e-]V)2 +(--)(e-2V _ e-"2V)2
54pL4 54pL4

V p(L-y) ut. V pL

_(__)(e-]V - e-W)2 +(--)(1- e-W)2
54pL4 54pL4



- 2 _ L V V 2 jJ(L-y) _f:!:!:..
b-LL+(-----)(e v -e V)2

- 36L4 18JlL3 18Jl2L4

V V 2 j.l(L-y) _f:!:!:.. jJ(L-y)

+(-----)(e 2V -e 2V)(I-e 2V )
12JlL3 6Jl2L4

V V 2 _p(L-y)

+(18JlE - 6Jl2L4)(l-e 3V )2

V 2 V _p(L-y) .e:
+( --)(e 2V _ e 2V)2

9Jl2 L4 18JlL3

V V 2 _p(L-y) .e.
+(-----)(e 3V -e 3V)2

18JlL3 6Jl2L4

V2 V _f:!:!:..
+(6Jl2L4 - 18JlE )(l-e 3V)2

~ = «3y 2L+ y3) + V(y2 - yL) 8)
36L4 18L4Jl L

[

V2 V3 V _p(L-y) _f!!:.]
+ (9Jl2L3- 9Jl3L4 - 18JlL2)(e v -e V)2

[

V2 2V3 V _p(L-y) .e. _p(L-y) ]

+ (--------)(e 2V -e 2V)(I-e 2V )
3Jl2L3 3Jl3L4 12JlL2

, and

[
V2 V3 V _p(L-y) ]

+ (3Jl2L3- Jl3L4 - 18JlL2)(l-e 3V )2

[

4V3 2V2 V _p(L-y) _i!!:.]
+ (-----+--)(e 2V -e 2V)2

9Jl3L4 9Jl2 L3 18JlL2

[

V2 V3 V _p(L-y) _f!!:.]
+ (3Jl2L3- Jl3L4 - 18JlL2)(e 3V -e 3V)2

[
V3 V

2
V -ij[;- 2]

+ (Jl3L4 - 3Jl2L3+ 18JlL2 )(l-e )

d=(~+~)
18 9LJl

[

V2 4V3 V _p(L-y) _i!!:.]
+ (9 2L2 - 9 3L3 - 54 L)(e 2V - e 2V)2

Jl Jl Jl .

[

V3 V2 V _p(L-y) _f!!:.]
+ (-----+--)(e 3V -e 3V)2

Jl3L3 6Jl2L2 54JlL

[
V2 V3 V .s. ]

+ (6Jl2L2 - Jl3L3 - 54JlL)(l-e 3V)2

After obtaining the approximate expressions of f(w,y) by

quadratic or cubic simplification in the three different cases, we
can conclude the following three theorems for the three
different cases. Let f(w,y,z) denote the pay-off of the

potential mutant with a strategy w versus an individual with
strategy yand another with strategy z . Note that f(w,y) is

the pay-off of the potential mutant with a strategy w versus a
population of the other two individuals both with strategy y.

We have f(w,y) = f(w,y,y). Both notations of f(w,y) and

f(w,y, z) appearing in the theorems themselves and the proofs

of the theorems are regarded to be the approximations of the
payoffs after simplification.

Theorem 1: When V/ (Lf.1) is very small (the case ofLemma

1), according to the notations above, we have the following
conclusion about whether y, 0 < y < L, is an interior ESS: 1)

when -b/(2a)=y, y is an ESS; 2) when -b/(2a)*y, y is
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not an ESS.

Theorem 2: When V/(Lf.1) is very large (the case of

Lemma2 ), according to the notations above, we have the
following conclusion about whether y, 0 < y < L, is an

interior ESS: 1) when f!. > 0, Y is not an ESS; 2) when f!. < 0

and -Q/(2f!.) = y, Y is an ESS; 3) when f!. < 0 and

- 12/(2f!.) *y, Y is not an ESS; 4) when f!. = 0 and 12 *0, Y

is not an ESS; 5) when f!. = 0 and 12 = 0, Y is not an ESS.

Let us define the following:
V _pL _p(L-y) .s.

a =-(--)(I-e V)(e v -e V)
o 54f.1L4

V at: p(L-y)

-(--)(1- e 2V )(1- e 2V )
72f.1L4

V .e. p(L-y) .n.
+(--)(I-e 2V)(e 2V -e 2V)

54f.1L4

V ut. p(L-y) ut.
-(--)(I-e 2V)(e 2V -e 2V)

54f.1L4

V ui.
+(--)(1- e- 3V )2

54f.1L4

b = (2y-L)
o 72L3

V V 2 .n. _p(L-y) ~

+(-----)(I-e V)(e v -e V)
18/lL3 18f.12L4

V V 2 .e. _p(L-y)

+(-----)(I-e 2V)(I-e 2V )
24f.1L3 12f.12L4

V 2 V _pL p(L-y) _pL ,

+(-----)(I-e 2V)(e 2V -e 2V)
9/l2L4 18/lL3

V V 2 .e. p(L-y) .s.
+(-----)(I-e 2V)(e 2V -e 2V)

18f.1L3 6f.12L4

V 2 V _pL

+(6/12 L4 - 18/1L3)(1- e 3V)2

C =(Ly+4y2+3L2) + V(y-L) (})

o 72L3 36L3/l L

[

V 2 v3 V .e. _p(L-y) _PL]
+ (--------)(I-e V)(e v -e V)

9f.12 L3 9f.13 L4 18/lL2

[

V2 V3 V .e. _p(L-y) ]
+ (--------)(I-e 2V)(I-e 2V )

6f.12 L3 3/l3L4 24 f.1L2

[

4V3 2V2 V at. p(L-y) PL] ,
+ (-----+--)(I-e 2V)(e 2V -e 2V)

9/l3L4 9/l2L3 18f.1L2

[

V2 V3 V .e. _p(L-y) ~]
+ (--------)(I-e 2V)(e 2V -e 2V)

3/l2L3 /l3L4 18f.1L2

[
V3 V2 V _pL ]

+ (-----+--)(I-e 3V)2
/l3L4 3f.12 L3 18/lL2



d=~+~
o 18 9L/1

[

V2 4V 3 V _J-lL _J-l(L-y) _J-lL]
+ (--------)(I-e 2V)(e 2V -e 2V)

9/12L2 9/13E 54/1L

[

V3 V2 V _J-lL _J-l(L-y) _J-lL].
+ (-----+--)(I-e 2V)(e 2V -e 2V)

/13 L3 6/12L2 54/1L

[
V2 V3 V _J-lL]

+ (6f12I! - f13 L3 - 54f1L)(1- e 3V)2

Theorem 3: When V/(L/1) is neither large nor small (the

-2b ~4b
2
+12ac

same case ofLemma 3), and when Xl =
6a 61al

-2b ~4b2+12ac -2bo ~4bo2 +12aoco
X2 =~+ X3 =

6a 61 a I 6ao 61bo I

-2bo ~4bo2+12aoco -2b ~4bI2+12alcl
x4 =--+ , Xs = 1 , and

6ao 61bo I 6al 61 al I

-2b ~4b12 + 12alcIx6 = __1 + , we have the following conclusions
6al 61all

about whether y, °< y < L, is an interior ESS.

• When a = 0:
- --

o If b < 0, and 2by + c = 0, Y is an ESS.
- --

o If b < 0, and 2by + c ;t 0, Y is not an ESS.

o If b > 0, Y is not an ESS.

o If b = 0, Y is not an ESS.
- -2

• When a>O, and 4b +12ac~0, yisnotanESS.
- -2

• When a > 0, and 4b + 12ac >°:
o If Xl ;t y, Y is not an ESS.

o If Xl = y, and f(y,y) > f(L,y), Y is an ESS.

o If Xl = y, and f(y,y) < f(L,y), Y is not an ESS.

o If Xl = y, and f(y,y) = f(L,y), to determine

whether y is an ESS, we need to apply this

theorem again to the function f(h,L,y) of

y : f(h,L,y) = aoh
3+ boh

2+ coh+ do :

• If ao=0, bo < 0, and 2boY+ Co = 0, Y is an

ESS;

• If ao >0, 4bo
2+ 12aoco > 0, ~3 = y, and

f(y,L,y) > f(L,L,y), Y is an ESS;

• If ao <0, 4bo
2+ 12aoco > 0, ~4 = y, and

f(y,L,y) > f(O,L,y), Y is an ESS;

• Otherwise, y is not an ESS.
- -2

• When a < 0, and 4b +9ac ~ 0, y is not an ESS.
- -2

• When a<O, and 4b +9ac>0:
o If x2 ;t y, Y is not an ESS.
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o If X2 = y, and f(y,y) > f(O,y), Y is an ESS.

o If x2 = y, and f(y,y) < f(O,y), Y is not an ESS.

o If x2 = y, and f(y,y) = f(O,y), to determine

whether y is an ESS , we need to apply this

theorem again to the function f(h,O,y) of

h: f(h,O,y) = alh
3+blh

2+clh+dl :

• If al =0, bl < 0, and 2bly + cI = 0, Y is

an ESS;

• If al >0, 4bl
2+ 12alcI > 0, Xs = y, and

f(y,O,y) > f(L,O,y), Y is an ESS;

• If al <0, 4bl
2+ 12alcI > 0, ~6 = y, and

f(y,O,y) > f(O,O,y), y is an ESS;

• Otherwise, y is not an ESS.

Next, we consider the probability oftrue coalitionformation.
In a population at an ESS, y, there are 3 possible outcomes for

every triad that draws 3 detection lengths from the distribution.
The probability that a 3-way coalition forms is

~(y) = Prob(X < y,Y < y,Z < y) = (I-G(y))3 , where

y 1 y
G(y) = f~=-.

oL L

The probability that no coalition forms is
~(y) = Prob(X ~ y,Y ~ y,Z ~ y)

+3Prob(X ~ y,Y ~ y,Z < y)

= (G(y))3 +3(G(y))(I-G(y))2

The probability that a true coalition (2-way coalition) forms
is

~(y) = 1-~(y)-~(y)= 3(G(y))2(I-G(y))

~ (y) is zero when y =°or y =1. The probability of a

true alliance is non-zero only when °< y < L (Le., when y is

an interior ESS).

IV. CONCLUSION

In our model, we have drawn the conclusion that the
formation of a true coalition is possible only when an interior

ESS exists. Depending on the three value range of V/ (L/1) , we

use three kinds of simplification of the payoff of the potential
mutant, f(w,y). In the evaluation section, we have examined

the effect of the simplifications and have found that the
simplifications are accurate. Using these simplifications, we
have derived that, in certain conditions, an interior ESS exists.
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